Stage Dimensions:
Stage Level Area: 83'0" L x 82'0" W
Stage Level Area: 6806 Sq. Ft.
Grid From Deck: 33'11"
Catwalks from Deck: 27'3"
2nd Gallery From Deck: 18'9"
1st Gallery From Deck: 9'5"
Clearance Above Grid: 2'0"
Loading Doors:
Elevator: 7'10"H x 8'0" W x 8'9" D

House Dimmers:
Grid Lights: 382-384
2G Hats: 381 (NG)
1G Hats: 380
Stage Hats: 379
Test CKT's: 21, 24, 39
42, 141, 189, 297, 345

Dimmer Information:
Add. 1-356 2.4K 20AMP
Add. 357-378 6K 50AMP
Add. 385-1024 (OPEN)

Additional Power:
3x 400AMP 3PHASE CAMLOK
Located in Dimmer Room